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liament: and the strong Roman tradition which has haunted
all her colonial enterprise has tended to make the extension of
French citizenship a more consistent aim than any other. How-
ever farcical it may often have become in practice, and however
much it usually played into the hands of small oligarchies wield-
ing local control, generous extension of citizenship has often
served, too, to counteract brutality and exploitation. It has
prevented the growth of a colour-bar; it has meant equality of
payment between native and white administrators; and it led
to modification of the policy of'assimilation5, which had proved
a mixed blessing for the colonies.
The aim of * assimilation9 was that colonial people should
absorb French culture and acquire French civilization so that
they might become French citizens. It was in tune with the
strong unitary and etatiste tendencies already described (Chap-
ter II). But with the conquest of vast new tropical and sub-
tropical lands, 'assimilation5 in terms of the Rights of Man sank
below the horizon and was replaced by the policy of 'associa-
tion'. This policy had the more limited aim of transforming a
native elite into full French citizens, and at taking this llite into
partnership in administration. Both principles are opposed to
the aim of colonial self-government as pursued by Great
Britain: and the system of inspectors sent out by the central
government made centralization a reality. At every stages the
development of the French Empire reflects less the Republican
and democratic nature of modern France than the nationalist,
authoritarian character of the social classes which have been
most concerned with its creation.1
The nationalistic function of the empire is shown most
clearly in its military role, mentioned already elsewhere. The
black troops of Senegal have played a popular and honourable
part in the French Army. By 1940, a tenth of the Army was
recruited from the overseas colonies, and much progress had
been made towards the boast of Lyautey that 'France is a
nation of 100 millions3. Since 1940, the empire has served
1 Although the policy of 'association*, as formulated by Waldeck-
Rousseau, was intended to encourage the natives 'dvoluer, non dans
notre civilization, mais dans la leur'

